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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE STOCK MARKET
SANTA FE GOLD’S (SFEG - $0.10) UPDATED FINANCIALS
On June 21, 2017, SFEG, Santa Fe Gold released the following Press Release regarding delayed financials. This compliance is
the most important corporate recent development. Since this Press Release, we are awaiting the reporting on Edgar of the
Company’s auditing compliance. It will allow for SFEG to raise capital. We expect this announcement in the near term.
“ALBUQUERQUE, N.M., Jun 21, 2017 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE via COMTEX) -- Santa Fe Gold Corporation SFEG, -2.00% a U.S.-based
mining and exploration enterprise with emphasis on Gold, Silver, Copper, Precious, Industrial and Base metals and owner of
multiple claims, including the Malone Mines complex incorporating 20 associated mine sites,” the dry lake bed area “of
Hidalgo County, New Mexico and a mine opportunity with a potential major Porphyry Silver discovery, is pleased to announce
it's financials comprising two complete years and three additional quarters for Fiscal 2016 - 17 through its recent third
quarter (first quarter calendar of 2017) have been completed and are expected to be released forthwith.
Management regrets the unexpected delays which arose for obtuse reasons as alluded to earlier, with further complications
that later unfolded and took great effort and time to resolve.
Meanwhile the company has continued to execute on its ongoing agenda to procure additional acquisitions and achieve
production as soon as possible.
A new NI 43101 report is expected soon along with feasibility studies and more detailed plans for the ongoing development
covering the initial mining production objectives for the first phase of anticipated full production.
Management is totally committed to rebuilding Santa Fe Gold to new heights and once compliant, will redouble its efforts to
accelerate all new developments that have been undertaken.”
We will follow the anticipated progress of the Company’s financials in subsequent Research Updates.

